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1. Introduction. If § is a Hilbert space the domain of an operator T in

§ will be denoted by J)(P). Let 51 be a closed symmetric operator in §, that

is, £>(S) is dense in §, (Sf, g) = (/, Sg) for all/, gE2)(S), and the graph of 5

is closed in §X^>. Suppose Sx is a self-adjoint extension of 5 in a (possibly

larger) Hilbert space iQx. By this we mean ^>i contains § as a subspace, and

Sx is self-adjoint in §i satisfying Sx^)S. If Pj is the orthogonal projection of

§i onto Jp, the mapping P from the nonreal complex numbers (which we de-

note hereafter by it) to the bounded operators (B in ^> defined by

R(l)h = Px(5, - /J)-1/?, (4G$,IGt),

is called a generalized resolvent of 51. Here / is the identity operator.

If Sx is a self-adjoint extension of 5 in £>i and Pi is its resolution of the

identity,

/OO

XdEx(X),
-CO

then the operator-valued function E defined on § by

E(\)h = PlE1(X)h,        (h E €>, - °° < X < «>),

has the properties

(a) E(\x) g E(\i) if X: < X2,

(b) E(X + 0) = £(X),

(c) £(-«) = 0,        £(«>)=/.

(We assume Pi is normalized so that Pi(X + 0) = Pi(\).) From the spectral

theorem for Si it follows that

(d) (Sf, h) - f  Xd(E(X)f, h), ({E 35(5), h E &,
J —oo

(e) \\Sf\\2= f   X2d(E(\)f,f), (fE®(S)).
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A function E from the real line to (B satisfying (a)-(c) above is called a

generalized resolution of the identity. A spectral function of a closed symmetric

operator S in Q is a generalized resolution of the identity E satisfying (d), (e)

above. Naimark (See Appendix I of [l]) has shown that if £ is a spectral

function of 5 there exists a self-adjoint extension Si of 5 in a Hilbert space

£>0^5 with a resolution of the identity Ei such that E(X)=Pi£i(X) on ^p.

It is easy to see that a function R from it to (B is a generalized resolvent of a

closed symmetric operator 5 in ^ if and only if it can be represented in the

form

r°° dE(\)
(1.1) R(l)=  I      ——, (IE*),

•/ _w X — /

where E is a spectral function of 5.

In §2 we consider the set (R of all generalized resolvents of a fixed closed

symmetric operator S in a Hilbert space §. Using the topology of weak oper-

ator convergence uniformly on compact subsets of x we show that (R is a

convex compact subset of the set of all analytic (in the weak operator sense)

functions from it to (B. An application of the Krein-Milman theorem then

shows that (R is the closed convex hull of its extreme points. One of us (Gil-

bert) has shown that if S has finite and equal deficiency indices then the ex-

treme points of <R are actually dense in <R in the topology of uniform operator

convergence uniformly on compact subsets of it. The proof of this result will

appear in a later paper.

Our principal interest in this paper is in generalized resolvents of an

ordinary symmetric differential operator. Let L be the formal operator

L = PoD" + piD"~i + ■ • -+pn,

where D = d/dx, the pk are complex-valued functions of class Cn~h on an open

real interval a<x<b (the interval may be unbounded), and p0(x)^0 on

(a, b). We assume L is formally self-adjoint. In iQ = %2(a, b) let T0 be the clo-

sure of the symmetric operator whose domain is the set of all functions of

class C00 on (a, b) which vanish outside compact subsets of (a, b), and whose

value at each such function u is Lu. We shall call T0 the minimal operator

associated with L. It was shown by Coddington [4; 5] that every generalized

resolvent R of Po is an integral operator of Carleman type

R(Qf(x) =  f K(x, y, l)f(y)dy.
J a

The kernel K of R(l) can be decomposed into two parts K = Ko+Ki, where

Ko is a fixed fundamental solution for L — l, and Ki is representable as(2)

n

Ki(x, y,l) =   5Z **(l)sk(x, l)[sj(y, l)]~.
},k=l

(*) [ ]~ denotes the complex conjugate of [ ].
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Here Sx, • • • , sn form a basis for the solutions of (L — l)u = 0 and satisfy the

initial conditions sj*_1)(C' l) = Ojk for some fixed c, a<c<b. The matrix SF is

analytic in x and satisfies **(/) =V(l), lm^r(l)/lml = 0, where Im*

= (^f—si*)/2i. The matrix p defined by

1   /•*
p(X) =  lim — I     Im *(v + «)aV

«—+0   7T  «/ 0

exists, is nondecreasing (that is p(X)^p(u) if X>/x), and is of bounded varia-

tion on any finite interval. The spectral function E associated with R via (1.1)

is given by

E(A)f(x) =  f   £, sk(x, X)fj(X)dPjk(X),
J A  i.k-X

where hereA = (ju, v\ is a finite interval, P(A) =E(v)— E(p.),fE& and vanishes

outside a compact subset of (a, b), and

AM = if, Sj(\)) = J f(x)[sj(x, X)]-dx.

The matrix p is called the spectral matrix associated with E and R. Using the

inner product

(i~,v)=  f"   £ f,-(A)k(X)]-aPj*(X)
J -oo i,k-X

for vector functions f=(fi, • • • , £»), i?=(»Ji, • • • , Vn) on the real line we can

form the Hilbert space 82(p) consisting of all those f for which ||f|| = (f, £")1/2

< °° • If fE& = ?2(a, 6) and /= (/i, •••,/») the mapping/—*/ is an isometry

of 82(a, 6) into S2(p) whose inverse is given by

•> -oo /,*—l

For the proof of all these facts see [5].

In §3 we show that the mappings R—*&—>p are one-to-one and that con-

vexity is preserved. Let the set of all M^'s corresponding to all P£(R be de-

noted by 3TC, and the set of all spectral matrices p by S. The topology in (R

goes over into uniform convergence on compact subsets for 9TC, and into

pointwise convergence at continuity points of the limit for S. Thus, with the

appropriate topology, 311 and S are the closed convex hulls of their extreme

points.

A self-adjoint extension Sx in iQx of a closed symmetric operator S in ^

is said to be minimal if its resolution of the identity Ex is such that the set of

elements of the form Ex(X)f, fE&, — °° <X< «>, is fundamental in £>i, that

is, the smallest subspace containing these elements is §i.  Naimark   [8,
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Theorem 8] has shown that all minimal self-adjoint extensions of 5 cor-

responding to a given spectral function E of 5 are unitarily equivalent. In

§4 we show that if Po is a closed symmetric ordinary differential operator and

£ is a spectral function for P0, a concrete realization of the minimal self-

adjoint extension 5i is given by the operator of multiplication by X in 82(p),

where p is the spectral matrix for E. An application of this result shows that

the isometry/—>/of S2(a, b) into 82(p) is actually onto (i.e. a unitary mapping)

if and only if E is the resolution of the identity for a self-adjoint extension of

Po in § itself. This is the so-called inverse transform theorem, a proof of

which was recently given by Levinson [7].

In §5 we consider the case when the differential operator L has continuous

coefficients on a closed bounded interval [a, b], and give a more detailed

description of the matrices ^ which determine the generalized resolvents of

Po- They have the form

Sfr = [c + FD]~l[A + FB], (Im I > 0),

where A, B, C, D are matrices of entire functions uniquely determined by L

(and not depending on the particular spectral function E), and F is an « by n

matrix of analytic functions on Im/>0 satisfying ||P(Z)||^1 (the operator

norm is used). The set 9TC of all^ is in a one-to-one correspondence with the set

of all such matrices P. We prove that all minimal self-adjoint extensions of

Po, corresponding to F which are continuous for Im 1^0 and which satisfy

sup ||P(0|| < 1,
lml>0

are unitarily equivalent. Indeed they are all unitarily equivalent to the direct

sumiZ>© • • ■ ©iD (w times) on the space 82(—oo, <»)©••• ffi?2(—so, oo)

(n times).

We indicate in §6 how spectral matrices of a P0 defined on an open interval

may be obtained as limits of spectral matrices for differential operators de-

fined on closed bounded subintervals.

2. Generalized resolvents of a symmetric operator. Let 6, be the set of all

functions from the nonreal complex numbers 7r to the bounded operators 03

in a Hilbert space §, which are analytic in the weak operator topology (and

hence analytic in the strong and uniform topologies). We give Ct the topology

of weak operator convergence uniformly on compact subsets of it. A subbase

for the neighborhoods of an AoEG, is the family of sets of the form

{A E a: | ([A(l) - Ao(t)]f, g)\   < £, / 6 C},

where/, gE&, «>0, and C is a compact subset of x. A directed set \Aa},

AaEQ,, will converge to an element AE& in this topology if and only if

(Aa(l)f, g) converges to (A(l)f, g) uniformly on each compact subset of 7r,

for each/, gE&- The space CI with this topology is easily seen to be a locally

convex linear Hausdorff space.
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Let S be a fixed closed symmetric operator in this Hilbert space §, and

let 31 denote the set of all its generalized resolvents.

Theorem 1. 01 is a convex compact subset of &.

Proof. Equation (1.1) establishes a one-to-one correspondence, between

01 and the set of all spectral functions of 5. The latter set is convex, as can

be readily checked from the defining properties (a)-(e), in §1, and this implies

via (1.1) that 01 is convex.

Let (Bj denote the set of all bounded operators Bon § satisfying ||P||

^l/|lm/|. This set, for each fixed lEn, is compact in the weak operator

topology [6, p. 53], and therefore by the Tychonoff theorem the Cartesian

product

n<B,
le.

is compact in the product topology. This product is the set of all functions

A from t to flJ satisfying ||.4(/)|| g l/\ Im l\, and the topology is that of weak

operator convergence pointwise on ir. It is clear from (1.1) that (RClI®;.

We show that 01 is closed in H®*, ar>d hence is compact in this topology.

For the proof of this we use a characterization of generalized resolvents given

by A. V. Straus [l0]. His result is that a function R from ir to 03 such that

35(P(/)) = § is a generalized resolvent of 5 if and only if for every I, Im />0,

(i) R(l)ip is an analytic vector function for every ^G^O range (S—II),

(ii) (S*-H)R(l)=I,

(iii) \\(S*-II)R(l)\\gl,
(iv) R*(l)=R(J).

Let {Pa}, RaE&t be a directed set which converges to an RE Tl&i weakly

pointwise on ir. All Ra are analytic on ir, as can be seen from (1.1). Thus for

each pair/, g£§, the directed set of analytic functions ra(l) = (Ra(l)f, g) con-

verges to r(l) = (R(l)f, g) pointwise on ir. If C is any compact set in ir, and

IEC,

\ra(l)\   * ||/|| llfll/IM   ̂ (Oll/liy,
where k(C) is a constant depending only on C. This implies that the set of

functions {ra} is equicontinuous on any compact subset of the upper or

lower half-plane. We infer from this, and the pointwise convergence of the ra,

that ra-+r uniformly on compact subsets of ir. Thus r, and hence R, are analyt-

ic on ir. In particular condition (i) is satisfied by P. Moreover on 01 the

topology of pointwise convergence is the same as the topology of uniform

convergence on compact subsets of ir. Hence the compactness of 01 in Q,

follows from the compactness of 01 in Hffij.

To complete the proof we verify (ii)-(iv) for an R which is a limit of a

directed set {Pa}, P„G01, in ]J(S,. LetfE^S) and hE$. Then
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(h,f) - ((S* - H)Ra(l)h,f) = (Ra(l)h, (S - ll)f)

-* (R(l)h, (S - ll)f),

which implies R(l)hE£)(S*-II), and (S*-H)R(l) =1, proving (ii). From (ii)

we have

(S* - II)R(1) = / + (/- l)R(l),

and similarly for Ra(l). Thus if g, hE&,

| ((S* - !l)R(l)h, g) I  ^ I ((5* - //)*„(/)/*, g) |

+  \l-l\\ ([R(l) - Ra(l)]h, g) |

s 11*11 y+«,
where € can be made arbitrarily small by a choice of a. This proves (iii).

Finally, if g, hEQ,

(R(l)h, g) = lim (Ra(l)h, g) = lim (h, R*a(l)g)

= lim (h, Ra(j)g) = (h, R(l)g),

proving (iv), and Theorem 1.

We remark that if § is separable the topology of (R as a subset of CI is

first countable. Indeed, if £>o is a countable dense subset of &, and /„,

InEIn+i, n= 1, 2, • • • , is an exhaustion of ir consisting of pairs of rectangles

in the upper and lower half-planes, the neighborhoods of an R0 of the form

{R E <R: | ([R(l) - Ro(l)]f, g) |   < l/», / E In}

where n = 1, 2, • • • , and/, gE&o, form a countable subbase for the neighbor-

hoods of P0.

An P£(R is said to be an extreme point of (R if R cannot be written as

P = CiPi+c2P2 with Pi, P2£(R, Ri^R2, ci>0, c2>0, Ci+c2=l. The Krein-

Milman theorem [2, p. 84] applied to the set (R in Ci gives the following result.

Theorem 2. GI is the closed convex hull of its extreme points.

Let a self-adjoint extension Si in §i of 51 be called finite-dimensional if

dim(§iO§) < °°. Naimark [9] has shown that all generalized resolvents of

5 corresponding to finite-dimensional self-adjoint extensions of 5 are extreme

points of 61. In particular, if .S has self-adjoint extensions in § itself, their

resolvents will be extreme points of (R. Gilbert has proved the following re-

sult, which will be the subject of a later paper.

Theorem 3. Suppose S has finite and equal deficiency indices. Then given

any RE Si there exists a sequence {P„} of generalized resolvents of S, cor-

responding to finite-dimensional self-adjoint extensions of S, such that

||p„(/)-p(0||-*o, (»-»»),
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uniformly on compact subsets of ir.

3. Generalized resolvents of ordinary differential operators. We now con-

sider a formally symmetric ordinary differential operator L of order n on an

open interval (a, b), and the minimal operator Po in .^> = 82(a, b) associated

with L. As mentioned in the introductory §1 every generalized resolvent R of

To is an integral operator of Carleman type with a kernel K which can be

decomposed into two parts K = K0+Kx, where K0 is a fixed fundamental

solution for L — l and Kx is represented as

(3.1) Kx(x,y,l) =   T, *jk(l)sk(x,I)[sj(y,l)]-.
j.k-X

The Sj satisfy (L — 1)sj(x, l)=0 and sjt-1)(c, l)=8jk for some fixed c, a<c<b.

It is intuitively clear that the behavior of a generalized resolvent R of Po,

and the corresponding spectral matrix p defined by

1   r*
(3.2) p(X) =  lim — I     Im V(v + it)dv,

«->+0   IT  J 0

are completely determined by the matrix* = (*>)• It is the aim of this section

to carry out the details of the correspondences P—->*—>p. Let the set of all

*'s corresponding via (3.1) to all PGOt (the set of all generalized resolvents

of P0) be denoted by SfH, and the set of all spectral matrices defined via (3.2)

by S.

Theorem 4. The correspondences R^Jf—^p of 01—>3TC—>S are all one-to-one-

Both 3TC and S are convex.

Proof. Suppose there were two generalized resolvents Pi, P2GOI which

have the sameSI'EaTC. Then both Pi, P2 would be integral operators with the

same kernel, and therefore Pi = P2. This shows that the map P—>* is one-to-

one.

It is clear from (3.2) that each ^G^TC gives rise to a unique p£S. For each

pGS the spectral function E of T0 corresponding to R is such that

(3.3) [E(v) - E(jx)]f(x) =  f'  £ sk(x,X)fj(X)dpjk(X),
J il    j,k=X

for any/G^> vanishing outside a compact subset of (a, b). Here v, p are con-

tinuity points of E, and /,(X) = (/, Sj(X)). Suppose *i, ^GSTC correspond via

(3.2) to the same p. Since the correspondence P—>P is one-to-one (see (1.1))

it would follow from (3.3) that Ex(v)—Ex(p) =E2(v)— E2(u) at all continuity

points of Pi and E2. Since the set of all discontinuity points of Pi and P2 is

denumerable, it follows that there is a sequence {pn} of continuity points of

Pi and P2 such that p.»—>— °°- Then Pi(p,„)—>0, P2(Mn)->0, and we have

Ex(v)=Ei(v) at all continuity points of Pi, P2. Since Pi, P2 are continuous
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from the right Ei = E2. This implies Ri=R2, and therefore the map ^—>p is

one-to-one.

The definition of SF via (3.1) and p via (3.2) shows that if ci^O, c2^0,

Ci+c2=l, then ciPi+c2P2 corresponds to Ci^i + c2^2 and Cipi+c2p2. Since (R is

convex so are 91! and S.

We now describe the topology on 3TC and S which corresponds to the

topology on (R as a subset of ft. We have shown that GI is a compact closed

subset of ft. Since § = %2(a, b) is separable, the topology of (R is first countable,

and is therefore determined completely by the convergent sequences in (R.

Thus a set (RoC^R is closed if for any sequence {Pn}, RnE(Ro, Rn—>P£(R, it

follows that RE(Ro-

Theorem 5. Let R„, P£(R correspond to ^„, SFESTC, « = 1, 2, • • • . PAe

following are equivalent:

(a) P„—>P weakly, uniformly on compact subsets of it,

(b) Rn—>R uniformly, uniformly on compact subsets of it,

(c) ^fn—^l uniformly on compact subsets of it.

Note: The norm H^H of a matrix^ = (*,•*) is defined by

Ml- t 1**1-

By SI>n—>SI> we mean ||>I>» — ̂||—>0.

Proof of Theorem 5. In order to prove these equivalences it is sufficient,

by compactness, to prove these results for a disk about each point IoEtt- Also

since R*(l) =R(l), ^*(l) =S&(I), it follows that it is sufficient to consider only

lo in the upper half-plane. Let h be such a point.

In proving R is an integral operator of Carleman type [5] it was shown

that R could be represented as

(3.4) R(l)f = G(l)f + Z Z **(0 (/, ij(J))4>k(D.
j_l A_l

The operator G(l) is an integral operator which is a right inverse of T* — l,

analytic in tt, and satisfies ||c7(/)|| ^ 1/| Im l\. The functions <pk, i>j are denned

by  '

**(0 "[1+9- lo)G(l)]4>k(lo),        (* = 1, • • •, »+),

*/(*) = [/ + (/ - io)G(J)]Uh), (j = 1, • • • , »-),

and are analytic bases for the eigenspaces

6(0 = {uE®(To*)\ T0*u = lu},

S(J) = {u E £)(Pf) | r0*« = lu},

respectively for  |/ —Z0| <Im/0/2. The sets   {<pk(k)}   and   \\pj(lo)}   can  be
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chosen to be orthonormal bases for @(/o) and (§(Jo) respectively. The matrix

<$ = (<Pj-a) is analytic for |/ — /0| <Im/0/2. We note that from (3.5) we have

(3.6)        Uk(i) - fcWll g iV-rrlktWll < 2**~/o' < i,
| Im /1 Im /o

if \l —10\ <Im /0/2. In particular ||#*(/)|| <2. Similar estimates hold for <pj(l).

From (3.4) we see that if $„ = (4>"t) corresponds to P„ then

(Rn(i)Uh), *,(/.)) - (R(DMio), *,(/„))

(3'7) = £ £ [*;*(o - *i*w](^ao),^)(**w,*«(/«)).
y—l k=x

Since the matrices with elements (ipP(lo), $j(lo)) and (<pk(lo), <A5(A>)) are the

identity matrices, and since the matrices with elements (ipP(h), $$)) and

(<pk(l), <Pq(lo)) are continuous at /o by (3.6), it follows that there is a closed

disk Ao about /o contained in |/ —10\ <Im /0/2 such that the latter matrices

are invertible, with continuous inverses there. It then follows from (3.7) that

if Rn^R weakly, uniformly on A0, then <$„—>$ uniformly on A0. Now suppose

<3\—><£> uniformly on A0. Then from (3.4) it follows that

(3.8) \\Rn(l)f - R(l)f\\ g 4||/|| ||#,(0 - *(0||,

which shows that ||Pn(/) —P(/)||—>0 uniformly on A0. This proves that (a) is

equivalent to (b).

In order to prove the equivalence of (b) and (c) we explore the relation-

ship between <i> and ^ in A0. From the representation (3.4) we see that the

kernel K of R(l) can be written as

(3.9) K(x, y, I) = G(x, y, 1) + T £ *,*(/)**(*, I) [^(y, I)]",
j=,l k=-X

where G is the kernel of G(l). This kernel G can be written as G = Ko+Go,

where Po is the fundamental solution of L — I referred to in the decomposition

of K, and where G0 has the form

(3.10) G0(*,y,/)=   £   *kl)sk(x,t)[si(y,I)]-,
j.k-1

see [5]. Since sx(l), • •• , sn(l) is a basis for the solutions of (L — l)u = 0, and

(L - l)<pk(l) = 0, (L - ~l)xpj(l) = 0, we have

**(*, 0 = £ Mkt(l)sq(x, I), (k = 1, ■ • • , «+),

(3.11) 7
Uy, i) = £ NjP(i)sp(y, J), (j = i, • • •, co-),
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where the matrices M(I) = (Mqk(l)) and N(l) = (Njp(l)) have ranks co+ and (ir-

respectively. Since 5^_I)(c, /) =8,-q we see that

Mkj(l) = <pk~'\c, I),       Nik(J) = ^'"(c, I).

Hence M(l) and N*(J) are analytic in I for \l-l0\ <Im Z0/2. Placing (3.11)

into (3.9) we obtain

K(x, y, I) = *,(*, y, I) + Go(x, y, I) +   £ *«(0*,(*, 0 [*,(y, 0]~
P.3-1

where if $+(/) = (*J,(/)),

(3.12) $+(/) = N*(J)$(l)M(l).

Since PJ = 2Co+-rM, where Ki is given by (3.1), we see that

(3.13) ¥(/) = *,(0 + *>+(/),

where $o(Z) = ($?*(/)) is the matrix appearing in (3.10).

Now assume P„—>P uniformly on A0. Then $„—>$ uniformly on A0 and

from (3.12), (3.13) we see that

(3.14) *„(/) - *(/) - *+.(*) ~ *+(0 = #*«[*»« - $(/)]Jf(0,

which tends to zero uniformly on A0. Conversely, let tyn(l)—^(l) uniformly

on A0. Since M(l) has rank co+ and 7V*(J) rank co~, M(l) has a right inverse

and N*(l) has a left inverse for each Z£A0. It then follows from (3.14) that

$„(/)—><£>(/) pointwise on A0, and this in turn implies, by virtue of (3.8), that

P„(/)—>P(Z) uniformly, pointwise on A0. In particular Pn(/)—>P(Z) weakly,

pointwise on A0. But we have already seen in the proof of Theorem 1 that

pointwise convergence implies uniform convergence on compact subsets of 7r.

Thus Rn—>R weakly, uniformly on A0, and from the equivalence of (a) and (b)

we have R„—*R uniformly, uniformly on A0. This shows that (b) is equivalent

to (c), and completes the proof of the theorem.

Let us use the topology on 9TC of convergence in the metric induced by

the norm, uniformly on compact subsets of 7r. A consequence of Theorem 5

is that the mapping P—s^ of (R onto 3TC is a homeomorphism. The extreme

points of (R map onto the extreme points of 311. Thus the following result is

a consequence of Theorem 2.

Theorem 6. 3TC is the closed convex hull of its extreme points.

We now investigate the correspondence SI'£3TC—>pGS. Since any Sf'GSTC is

analytic on ir,^*(l)=^r (I), Im^f(l)/lm /^0, it may be represented in the form

C°  XZ + 1
(3.15) *(/) = a + IB + -oV(X),

where a, /3 are constant Hermitian matrices, /?^0, and <x is a Hermitian
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matrix function of bounded variation which is nondecreasing in the sense that

<r(X) ̂ a(p) if X>p. If a is normalized so that cr(X+0) =er(X), o-(0) =0, this repre-

sentation is unique; see [5]. We first prove a preliminary lemma concerning

matrices^ representable in the form (3.15).

Lemma. Let y^n} be a sequence of matrices representable in the form (3.15),

corresponding to {an}, {/?„}, and {an}. Suppose^ln-^l pointwise on ir, and let

ty correspond via (3.15) to a, P, a. Then

(3. i   oc  —^a

(b) j3„n+/^do-n(X)^3+/:!„ao-(X),

(c) 0gf-x,do-„(X) gki, for some constant k, 0 <k< oo,

(d) <rn(X) — cfn(p)~>o~(X) —<r(p), at continuity points X, p. of a.

Note. In (c) / is the identity matrix. This (c) is equivalent to

(c') ||aVn(X)|| g k',       for some constant k'.
J -oo

Proof of the lemma. We have

*n(i) = otn + iPn + i I    do-„(X),
J — oo

and therefore

an = Re ¥B(i) —» Re V(i) = a,

and

d<r„(X) = Im*„(t) -+ Im*(t) =fi+ J    da(X),
-00 J -OO

proving (a) and (b). Since |8„^0 and f-*dffn(X)szO we see that (c) follows

from (b).
From (c'), and a theorem due to Helly, there exists a subsequence {o-„t}

which converges to a nondecreasing matrix a point-wise on (— oo, oo). Then

(3.16) i--*^ _r-*M

J-oo     X-l J-nX-  I

for each IEtt- Indeed [X — /(~*—>0 as | \| —> oo and (c') imply that

f dant(X)

J \\\>K      X — I

uniformly in {nk}. Since /r«,||dc?(X)|| gk' from (c') it follows that the integral

on the right side of (3.16) exists. From the Helly integration theorem we have

r       do-nk(\) _^ r       da(X)  _

J IXIaA   X — /        ^|X|SA  X — I
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Therefore given any e>0 there exists a A>0 such that

/do-nk(\) I     II r d^OO

|\|>A      A  — *    I II J |X|>A     A  —  I

and for such a A there exists an Ar>0 such that

/^»4(x)     r     dZW
—~ ~-   < «, nk> N.

|X|SA     A — * J |MsA   X —  I

Combining (3.17) and (3.18) we obtain (3.16).

Now

C  XZ + 1
*-»(0 = «■* + #»* + I     -7—r ^-*(a)

^ -»   x     z

= Ob, + /[ft.. + J_V*(X)] + (Z2 + 1) J "   y^y

using (a), (b), and (3.16). However

*.,(*) -> *(0  = « + /[/» + J    <MX)] + (Z2 +  1) J "  ̂ y ,

which implies that

/" tfVCX)       /•" aV(X)

_0o   X   -   / J —00   X /

for all ZG7r, and from the Stieltjes inversion formula we see that

<r(X) - a(u) = a(X) - a(u)

at continuity points of a. Since every convergent subsequence of {<r„(X) —crn(u)}

tends to the same limit we obtain (d), and the lemma is proved.

Recall that the correspondence SI'GSIT—>p£S is one-to-one. The relation-

ship between p and the <r of (3.15) is

(3.19) p(X)-pG0=   f   (\ + v2)da(V)

at continuity points X, u oi a.

Theorem 7. Lefty'„, St'GSTl correspond to pn, p£S respectively. Then SI,„—>>?

uniformly on compact subsets of w if and only if

(3.20) Pn(X) - Pb(m) -* p(X) - P(jx)
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at continuity points X, p of p.

Proof. First suppose >£„—*& uniformly on compact subsets of ir. Using the

representation (3.15) we see from the lemma that <r„(X)— an(p)—><r(X)— a(p)

at continuity points of a. This implies (3.20). Indeed there exists a subse-

quence {ank} converging to some limit <r, and using the Helly integration

theorem we obtain

PntOO   -  P"M   =    I       (1  +  V2)d(Tnk(v)
J H

-»   f   (1 + v2)da(v) =   f   (1 + v2)da(V) = p(X) - p(p),

since <r(X) — a(p) =a(X) — tr(p,) at continuity points of a. Thus every con-

vergent subsequence of {p„(X)— pn(p)} converges to the same limit, proving

(3.20).
Conversely suppose (3.20) is valid. Then since the map p—>SF is one-to-one

there exist unique a„, pa, a, p such that SF,, is represented via (3.15) by a„, P„,

a„, and SF is represented by a, P, a. From (3.19) it is clear that

J,x  dp(v)

L,       1    +   V2

at continuity points, and by the reasoning given in the first part of the proof

we see cr„(X) — an(p)—>cr(X) — <r(p) at continuity points of a. Since 3TC is com-

pact, and its topology is first countable, it is sequentially compact. Hence

there is a subsequence {SFnt} of fan} which converges uniformly on compact

subsets of w to a limit SFGSTC- If c? corresponds to\F via (3.15) we see from the

lemma that o-„t(X) — (X„k(p)—><r(X) — S(p), and hence <?(X) — i(p) =<r(X) — a(p) at

continuity points of a, which implies cr(X) = <?(X). Thus p(X) — p(p) =p(X) —p(p)

at continuity points of p, which in turn implies SF =SF (see the argument in

Theorem 4). The above shows that every convergent subsequence of {SF„{

tends to the same limit SF, and therefore SF„—>SF pointwise on ir. (No subse-

quence can tend to infinity at a point loGx, for 911 is sequentially compact.)

But this implies SF„—>SF uniformly on compact subsets of w, since {SF„} is a

normal family. Indeed

[/• OO -1 p 00     J_    (\ \

Pn+j      <MX)J+(Z2+1)J        Y^J>

and hence

||SF„(/)||   ̂ W+   |/|      ft.   +    rdo-n(X)      +    -i_'|    rM|kcr„(X)||,
J _oo Im I IJ _oo

which is bounded on any compact set C in x by (a), (b), (c') of the lemma.
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This completes the proof of the theorem.

By defining a set SoCS to be closed if for every sequence {p„} in S0 such

that pn(X)—pn(p)—^p(X)—p(p), at continuity points X, p of pGS, it follows

pG§o, we obtain a topology for S, and with this topology S is homeomorphic

to 3TL If Ci^O, c2^0, Ci+c2=l, then CiSf'i-f-c^GSTC corresponds to Cipi

+c2p2£S. Thus Theorem 6 implies

Theorem 8. S is the closed convex hull of its extreme points.

4. Minimal self-adjoint extensions of ordinary differential operators. Let,

as in §3, Po be the minimal operator in ^p = 82(a, b) associated with a formally

self-adjoint ordinary differential operator L on (a, b). A self-adjoint extension

Si of Po in a Hilbert space §0^> is said to be minimal if its resolution of the

identity Pi is such that the set {Pi(X)/:/£^>, — °° <X< °° } is fundamental

in §i. According to Naimark [8, Theorem 8] all minimal self-adjoint exten-

sions of Po, corresponding to a given spectral function E oi To, are unitarily

equivalent. Indeed if Si, S2 are two such minimal self-adjoint extensions on

§iZ)^>, ^D§ respectively, then there exists an isometry U of §i onto i£>2

leaving § invariant, and such that S2= USiU-1.

Let E be a spectral function for Po, and let pGS correspond to E. Then

the map/G§—>/G82(p) is an isometry V of § onto V!q C82(p); see the intro-

duction. Let To be the operator defined in 82(p) with domain F3)(P0) by

f0Vf(K) =XF/(X), for each/G£>(Po). Then f0= VT0V~\ Indeed ^(VToV-1)
is the set of all £EV(p) such that P^f G2)(Po), i.e. f G F£)(P0). If fG F£)(P„)
then f=/for some /G2)(Po), and FPoF-1^ [Po/H3). Now, using condi-

tion (d) satisfied by E, and the explicit form of the P(X) (see the introduction),

we have for any gE&,

([TofV,g) = (TV, g) = f°°\d(E(\)f,g)
J -00

=   f"   £ X[MX)]-/y(X)<fP*(X)
J -» y.t-i

= {to}, g).

Thus 3o/= [Po/]*+l, where i?G82(p)OF§. Using condition (e) we find

l|[Po/H|2 = IIPo/H2 =   C\2d(E(\)f,f)

=  f"   £ X2[r*(X)]-/,(X)<Zpyt(X)
•J -oo y,*-i

(•)[]* denotes V[ ].
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and since || f0/||2 = || [P>/rj|2-r-|M|2 we see that 77 = 0. Therefore [P0/]A

= To}, or VT0f= T0Vf, or fo= VToV^1. Thus to is a unitary copy of T0 in

the copy V§ of £>.

Let Sx be the operator in 82(p) with domain S)(Si) the set of all £E%2(p)

such that X£"G£2(p), and which is defined by Sif (X) =Xf (X). This operator is

self-adjoint in 22(p), and its resolution of the identity Pi is such that if

A = (ju, X] is a real interval, and Pi(A) =Pi(X) — Pi(m), then Ex(A)^=xa^,

where xa is the characteristic function of the interval A. See, for example [l,

pp. 205, 206].
Let Pi be the orthogonal projection of ?2(p) onto F§. Then VE(A) V~x}

= PiPi(A)/for allfEVQ. Indeed VE(A)V~l}=[E(A)fY, whereas PiPi(A)/
= PiXa/- ^/> gE&, are continuous and vanish outside compact subsets, then

([E(A)f]%g) = (E(A)f,g)=  f    £   [gk(X)]-fj(X)dpjk(\)
J A y,*—i

= (xa/, I)-

Thus [E(A)fY =x*l+n, where 7?G82(p)eF§, and hence [P(A)/]^
= Pi[P(A)/]a=P,Xa/, or FP(A)F-1=PiPi(A) on 7$. As a consequence we

see that Si is a self-adjoint extension of VToV~l corresponding to the spec-

tral function 7P7-1.

Theorem 9. Sx is a minimal self-adjoint extension of T0= VToV~x cor-

responding to the spectral function 7P7-1 on VlQ.

Proof. We have to show that the set of elements of the form Pi (A)/,

/G§, is fundamental in 82(p). Let vE22(p) be such that (r;, £i(A)/)=0 for

all intervals A, and a!l/G€> which are continuous and vanish outside compact

subsets. We prove 17 = 0, which implies the theorem. We have

0 = (v, Ex(A)}) =  f    £   [/*(X)]-Vy(X)JP;t(X),
" A   j.k—X

and this integral may be written as an inner product (g\, f) in § where

£a(*) =   I     £ sk(x, X)r)j(X)dpjk(X)
J a y.*-i

is an element in § = S2(a, b). Indeed let 5 be a finite subinterval of (a, b), and

let hi(x) =g\(x) for xE& and h>(x) =0 otherwise. Then h*.Ef£> and

[\g*(x)\2dx=  [gA(x)[h6(x)]~dx=  f   £  [ftik(X)]-Vj(X)dPjk(X)

siwiy-Niy.
using the Schwarz inequality and the isometry of § onto V&. Thus
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f \g*(x)\2dx^\\v\\2,

which shows that gAE%2(a, b), and |jg4|| ̂ Ihll-
We now have (g&,f) =0 for a dense set of/'s in §. Therefore g&(x) = 0 al-

most everywhere, and since gA is continuous, gn(x) =0 everywhere on (a, b).

Hence

geTl\c) =  I     £  ^P_1 (c, K>Vi(X)dPjk(\)
J A  j,k=l

=  f E VsMdpjptti = o> (p = 1, • • • , «).
•/ a y-i

Since this is valid for all finite intervals A we see that (f, 77) = 0 for all vectors

$E%2(p) whose components are step functions vanishing outside compact

subsets of (— 00, 00), and since these vectors are dense in S2(p), we have

?7 = 0 in S2(p) and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 10. We have V& = 82(p) if and only if E is a spectral function of

To which is a resolution of the identity of a self-adjoint extension S of T0 in §

itself.

Proof. First suppose F§ = S2(p). Let Si be the minimal self-adjoint exten-

sion of to of Theorem 9. Then VE(A) V'1 = PiEi(A) = Ei(A) on V& = 22(p),

since Pi is the orthogonal projection of ?2(p) onto F§ = ?2(p). Therefore

5= V~*SiV is a self-adjoint extension of Po in § with the resolution of the

identity E. Conversely, suppose E is a resolution of the identity for a self-

adjoint extension 5 of Po in §. It is obviously a minimal one. Thus the oper-

ator $= VSV~l is a minimal self-adjoint extension of to in V&. It is the

operator of multiplication by X on the set 5)(5) = V£)(S). However Si is also

a minimal self-adjoint extension of t0, and SESu By Naimark's result S is

unitarily equivalent to Si. Therefore V!Q = %2(p), and moreover S = Si.

Theorem 10 is the so-called inverse transform theorem, a different proof

of which was given recently by Levinson [7].

In what follows we shall frequently identify § with F§, E with VEV~X,

and say that Si (of Theorem 9) is a minimal self-adjoint extension of Po

5. Ordinary differential operators on closed bounded intervals. In this

section we assume the nth order ordinary differential operator P = p0P"+ • • '

+pn is given on a closed bounded interval a^x^b, that pkECn~k there, and

po(x) 5*0 on [a, b]. We first compute in more detail the matrix ^ which deter-

mines the nature of a given generalized resolvent R of Po. As a convenience

for our computations we shall choose the point c to be a, and thus sjt-1)(a, Z)

= Sjk.

We recall some notations and results from [5]. The domain J)(r*) is the

set of all «G§ = ?2(a, b) such that «GC"_1 on [a, b], «<"-» is absolutely con-
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tinuous there, and LuE&- For such u, T*u = Lu. For u, vE^)(T*) we have

Green's formula

/(vLu — uLv)dt = [uv](x) — [uv](y),
V

where [wz>](x) is a form in (u, u', • • • , MCn_1)) and (v, v', • • • , t/(B-1)) which we

write as

(5.1) [uv](x)=   £  B)k(x)u"~1\x){vi~1\x)]-.
j,k=X

The matrix B0(x) = (B%(x)) is skew-hermitian, and its elements are linear

combinations, with constant coefficients, of the coefficients in L. For u, v

GS)(Po) we let (uv) = (Lu, v) — (u, Lv), which by Green's formula is equal to

[m>](6) — [wz/](a).

j The set 01 of all generalized resolvents of Po are in a one-to-one cor-

respondence with the set JF of all operator-valued functions P defined on

Im />0 which take ®(— i) into @(i), are analytic on Im l>0, and such that

II^Wll^L In the case under consideration dim S(i) =dim @(— i) =n. Let

<bi, ■ ■ ■ , 4>n and xpx, • • • , \pn be orthonormal bases for S(i) and (§( — i) re-

spectively. If FE$, define the functions Vj(l), v*(l) by

vi(i) =*i-Fm,,

vfif) = fc - F*(l)<bj, (j = 1, • • • , n).

If RE01 there is a unique FE'S such that the range of R(l) for Im />0 is

the set of all mG3)(Po) satisfying

(uv*(l)) = 0, (j = 1, • • • , n),

and the range of R(T) is the set of all uE^)(T*) satisfying

(uvj(1)) = 0, fj-1, •..,»);

see Theorem 1 of [5]. Every FGSF appears in this process.

Let P be a fixed generalized resolvent of P0 and let FE5 correspond to it.

We write R(l) =R0(l)+Rx(l), where Ro(l), Rx(l) are integral operators with

kernels Po, Pi respectively. The kernel Po is given explicitly by

Po(*, y, /) = [Po(y, x, I)]- = — £ SjkSk(x, I) [sj(y, l)]~,       (x^y),
2   y,fe-i

where Lsj(x, I) =hj(x, I), sjt_1'(a, /) =S]k, and Sjk= [si(l)sk(l)], which is inde-

pendent of /. The matrix S= (Sjk) is nonsingular, skew-hermitian, and S&1 is

the element in the/th row and &th column of S-1, i.e. S~1 = (S^1). We recall

that Pi is given by
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Ki(x, y,l)=   Z **(l)sk(x, l)[sj(y, l)}~.
y.*=i

Let Im Z>0 and/G§. Then we have P(Z)/=P0(Z)/+Pi(Z)/where

(5.2) Ro(l)f(x) = -  £ Sjksk(x,l)\ f\s}(y,l)]-f(y)dy-  f  [sJ(y,I)]-f(y)dy~]
2    j,k=l LJ a J x J

and

Pi(o/w = i: %k(t)(f, smsAx, i).
j.k-l

The conditions (R(l)fv*(l)) = 0, p=l, • • ■ , n, imply

(5.3) (Ro(l)fv*(l)) +   £ *y*(Z)(/, Sj(l))(sk(l)v*(l)) = 0.
y.*-i

Let V(l) = (Vkp(l)) = ((sk(l)v*(l))). This matrix is nonsingular, since if

Ci, • • ■ , c„ are constants such that ^2ck(sk(l)v*(l)) = 0 then the function

u(l) = Z,CkSk(l) is in the range of R(l) and in (§(Z). Thus there is a gG§ such

that R(l)g = u, and (P0*-Z)P(Z)g = (P0*-Z)w = 0, and since R(l) is a right in-

verse of (T* — l) we have g = 0 and hence w = 0. If V~x(l) = (V~*(l)), multiply-

ing (5.3) by V^(l) and summing on p yields

(5.4) t, (Ml)fvP*(l))V~l(l) + £ %q(l)(f, Sj(l)) = 0.
P=i y-i

From (5.2) it follows that

(Ro(l)fv*(l)) = -  £ 5yV{ [*(/)*,•(/)](*) + [fc(0»/(0](a) }(/,*/(*)).
^  y,*—i

Placing this into (5.4), using the fact that this is valid for all/G§, and the

fact that the Sj(T) are linearly independent, we obtain

**(fl - -T £> S*{[sk(l)v*(l)](b) + bk(l)v*(l)](a)}V~l(D.
2    k,p=l

Let Q(x, l) = (Qkp(x, I)) = ([sk(l)vt(l)](x)). Then V(l)=Q(b, l)-Q(a, I), and we
have

(5.5) *(Z) - - j S-l[Q(b, I) + Q(a, l)][Q(b, I) - Q(a, l)]~\

From (5.1) we see that

(5.6) QkP(x,l) = [sk(l)v*(l)](x) =   £  Blp(x)sk'1\x,l)[v^-»(x,l)]~.
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Let S(x, I) = (Spk(x, 1)) = (5?_,,(x, /)) and W(x, I) = (Wap(x, I)) = (v*^\x, I).

Then from (5.6) we find

(5• 7) Q'(x, I) = W*(x, l)Bo(x)S(x, I),

where Q' is the transposed matrix of Q.

We place in evidence the dependence of ^F on F. Let

FWj = £ Fpj(l)<bp,
p=x

and identify F(/)with the matrix with FPj(l) in the pth row and jth column,

F(l) = (FPj(l)). This matrix is analytic for Im />0 and ||F(/)|| = L where

||F(0|| =sup||F(/)f||,        ||*|| = 1,

and £ is an »-dimensional column vector of complex numbers. Now

F*(D<t>„ = £ [FUDVh,
9=1

and hence

Wap(x, I) = v*p("-1\x, 0 = <t>pa-l\x) - £ [FMY^ix).
8=1

If <p(x) = (<Pap(x)) = (<bP*-1)(x)) and +(x) = (taq(x)) = (fqa-1)(x)), then we see

that W(x, I) = <p(x) -xp(x)F*(l), and thus W*(x, I) =<p*(x)-F(l)xP*(x). Placing

this into (5.7) we obtain

(5.8) Q'(x, I) = <b*(x)BB(x)S(x, I) - F(l)4>*(x)B0(x)S(x, I),

and the following theorem results from (5.5).

Theorem 11. Let L be defined on a closed bounded interval [a, b], and let

SFG9TC. Then

(5.9) SF'(Z) = - 1 [C(l) - F(l)D(l)MA(l) - F(l)B(f)](S')-1

for Im />0, where A, B, C, D are matrices of entire functions, depending only

on L, given by

A(l) = <b*(b)B0(b)S(b, I) + <p*(a)Bo(a)S(a, I),

B(l) = t*(b)BQ(b)S(b, I) + xP*(a)B0(a)S(a, I),

C(l) = <b*(b)B0(b)S(b, I) - <p*(a)B0(a)S(a, f),

D(l) = 4>*(b)Bo(b)S(b, I) - +*(a)Bo(a)S(a, I),

and F is an n by n matrix which is analytic for Im />0, ||F(/)|| g 1 (operator

norm). If F is any matrix of this type the SF defined via (5.9) will be in 911.
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Using Theorem 11 we give a qualitative description of a large number of

^'s and corresponding p's.

Theorem 12. Suppose F is continuous on Im Z^O and

sup ||F(Z)|| = r < 1.
ImOO

Then p is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on (— oo, « ),

and has a continuous positive definite density.

Proof. We have

1 rx
p(X) = lim —   I     Im ty(v + u)dv.

<-»+o it J o

Since it' will be a little more convenient to work with, we compute Im ty'.

From (5.5) we have

*'(*) - ~ — [P(b, I) ~ P(a, l)]~l[P(b, I) + P(a, l)](S>)-\

where P(x, I) = Q'(x, I). A short calculation then gives

(5.11) Im *<(/) - [P(b, I) ~ P(a, l)Ylx(l)[P(b, I) - P(a, l)]*~\

where

(5.12) 2ix(Z) = P(a, 1) (S')-lP*(a, I) - P(b, I) (S')~lP*(b, D ■

We claim that x(Z) may be written as

(5.13) x(l) = [I ~ F(I)F*(l)] + n(l),

where

(5.14) -2*00) = W*(b, l)Bo(b)W(b, I) + P(b, l)(S')~lP*(b, I),

and / is the identity matrix. To prove this we require several identities. Since

Sap= [sa(l)sp(l)](x), which is independent of x and Z, we have from (5.1)

(5.15) S' = S*(x, l)Bo(x)S(x, I),       (S')-1 = S~l(x, Z)Po-1(^*-1(«, '")•

Also since Z,<£« = i0a, Lif/a = —i^a, (<P«, 4>e) = ($«, W = S«/), we have

[<t>a<l>p](b) - [4>a<t>p](a) = (L<pa, <Pp) - (<t>a, L<bp) = 2i8ap,

and hence

(5.16) (b*(b)B0(b)<p(b) - <p*(a)B0(a)<p(a) = 2il.

Similarly

+*(b)Bo(b)*(b) - V(a)Bo(a)*(a) = - 2il,

y(b)B0(b)4>(b) - r(a)B0(a)4,(a) = 0.
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We note that since Sj"~1)(a, I) = Sjk we have S(a, I) =1. Using (5.15) at x = a

we obtain (St)~1 = B0~1(a), and hence

P(a, l)(S')-1P*(a, I) = W*(a, l)B0(a)S(a, /)(S')_1.S*(a, l)B0*(a)W(a, I)

= - W*(a,l)B0(a)W(a,l),

since B*(x) = — B0(x). Now W*(x, I) =<p*(x)—F(l)\p*(x), and by making use

of (5.16) and (5.17) we obtain

P(a, l)(S')-1P*(a, I) = - W*(b, l)Bo(b)W(b, I)

+ 2i[l - F(l)F*(l)].

Placing this into (5.12) yields (5.13).

Since sup ||F(/)||=r<l, Im/>0, we have I-F(l)F*(l)^ (1 -r2)/>0. We

show that Q(l) 2:0. Let T(l) be the matrix with (s}(T), sk(l)) as element in the

jth row and &th column. Since T(l) is the Gramian matrix of the basis

Sx(l), • • • , sn(I) we see that F(/)>0, and hence P(/)>0. We prove that

(5.18) 0(/) = Im lP(b, l)(S<)-lTl(l)(St*yiP*(b, I),

which is non-negative for Im Z>0. Now

[sj(l)sk(J)](.b) - [sj(l)sk(I)](a) = (Lsj(l), sk(l)) - (sj(1), Lsk(f))

- - 2ilml(sj(l),sk(l)),

and hence

-2i Im IT'(J) = S*(b, l)B0(b)S(b, I) - S*(a, I)B0(a)S(a, I).

Therefore

(5.19) -2i Im lP(b, t)(S')-lT'(J)(S'*yiP*(b, I) = (a) + 03),

where

(a) = P(b, l)(S')-lS*(b, l)B0(b)S(b, J)(5'*)->P*(6, I)

= W*(b, l)B0(b)W(b, I),

using (5.7) and (5.15). Now

(P) = - P(b, /)(50-^*(a, l)Bo(a)S(a, l)(S'*)-'P*(b, l)

= P(b, Q(S>)-lP*(b, I),

making use of S(a, l)=S(a, l)=I and ($«*)-'= -(5')_1= -P0_1(a). From

(5.19) and the expressions developed for (a) and Q3) we see that (5.18) is

valid; see (5.14).
Returning to (5.11)—(5.13) we see that since F is continuous for Im /^0,

P(x, l)=Ql(x, I) tends to a limit as Im Z^O. Thus xOO and P(b, l)-P(a, I)

tend to limits as Im /—>0. Moreover we have from (5.13)
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X(Z) ̂  (1 - r2)I, Im Z > 0,

which shows that

x(p) =  lim x(" + ") ^ (1 - r2)I > 0.

We claim that [P(b, v)—P(a, v)]~l exists for v real. For if it did not exist

there would be a column vector tj^O such that P*(b, v)v=P*(a, v)r} and

7]*P(b, v)=i)*P(a, v). Thus

r,*P(b, ^(S'y'P*^, v)v = V*P(a, v)(St)-1P*(a, v)n,

which implies by (5.12) n*x(f)n = 0. But this contradicts the fact that xM >0.

Hence [P(b, v)—P(a, v)]"1 exists for all real v. From (5.18) it is clear that

lim  Q(v + ie) = 0,
«-.+o

and therefore we obtain from (5.11) and (5.13)

Im *«t» = [P(b, v) - P(a, ,)]"1[7 - F(v)F*(v)][P(b, v) - P(a, v)]*~\

or

Im *(„) = [Q(b, ») - Q(a, ,)]*-'[/ - F(v)F*(v)]>[Q(b, v) - Q(a, v)]~\

which is clearly continuous and positive definite. Since Im ^ is uniformly con-

tinuous on any rectangle of the form O^p^X, O^e^S, we have

i rx i rx
p(\) =   lim — I     Im V(v + ie)dp = — I     Im ty(v)dv,

€->+o t J o ir J o

which completes the proof of the theorem.

Before exploiting the result of Theorem 12 we discuss the geometry of the

set 3TC of all them's. From the expression for\I"(Z) just above (5.11) we see that

*'(*) - — (SO"1 = - [P(b, I) - P(a, Z)]-1P(6, l)(S<)-\

which gives by (5.18)

[P(b, Z) - P(a, l)]-^(l)[P(b, I) - P(a, Z)]*->

= Im Z|¥'(Z)-(S')-l~\ T'(l) f"*'(Z)-(SO-1!*.

From (5.11) and (5.13) therefore it follows that

Im *(Z) = [Q(b, I) - Q(a, Z)]*">[/ - F(l)F*(t)]<[Q(b, 0 - Q(a, Z)]"1

+ Im Z [*(Z) - - S~>] T(l) [*(Z) - j S-'J.
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Thus

(5.20)        Im *(Z) ^ Im Z |~*(Z)-S~l] T(J) [~tf (Z)-S"1!,

and equality holds if and only if F(l)F*(l) =1, i.e. F(l) is unitary. If F(l0) is

unitary for some Z0, Im Z0>0, it is unitary for all I, and F(l) = F(l0) for Im Z>0.

Indeed if P(Zo) is unitary ||P(Zo)£|| =||£|| for every w-dimensional vector £.

Consider   the   analytic   function  f(l) = (F(l)£,   F(l0)£).   We   have   |/(Z)|

^ || P(Z)£|| || F(lo)ii|| ̂ fell2, and |/(Z„) | = || P(Z„)£||2 = ||*||2. By the maximum mod-
ulus theorem/(Z) =||^||2 for Im Z>0. Thus (F(l)$, F(l0)£) = (£,£) for all £, which

implies P*(Z0)P(Z)=7, and hence F(l) = F(l0). It now follows that we have

equality in (5.20) for all Z, Im Z>0, or we have a strict inequality for all I,

Im Z>0. Equality occurs if and only if P is a constant unitary matrix. A

glance at the way in which the matrix P arises (see [5]) shows that P is

constant unitary if and only if the corresponding generalized resolvent R is a

resolvent of a self-adjoint extension of Po in § = 82(a, b) itself.

We interpret the inequality  (5.20)  geometrically.   Noting  that  Im^f

= (l/2i) (■&-•$*), we may rewrite (5.20) as follows

**(f)T(i)*(l) ~ \so*T(l) + —1—-l^(Z)
L 2i Im ZJ

(5.21)

- **(Z) \t(J)S0 - ——-1 + So*T(J)S0 =g o,
L 2i Im ZJ

where So= (1/2)S_1. Let Po/2(Z) denote the positive square root of T(l), and let

A(Z) = P'/2(Z>(Z),        A0(Z) = T-V2(J) [T(J)So - ^T^J-

In terms of these matrices (5.21) becomes

(5.22) [A(Z) - A„(Z)]*[A(Z) - A0(Z)] g MQ(l)

where

S-1 T-^T)
M0(l) =-+-— ■

2ilml     4(Im I)2

Theorem 13. For each I, Im Z>0, and^EW, the matrix A(Z) = Tll2(lfty(l)

lies inside or on the "circle" (5.22) with "center" A0(Z) and "radius" Mya/2(l). If

A(Z) is on the "circumference" of this circle for one I it is on the "circumference"

for all I, Im Z>0, and this occurs if and only if'ty corresponds to a generalized

resolvent of a self-adjoint extension of To in 22(a, b) itself.

We return to the implication of Theorem 12.
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Theorem 14. Let F satisfy the same conditions as in Theorem 12. Then the

minimal self-adjoint extension Sx (see Theorem 9) of To is unitarily equivalent

to the operator iD© ■ • • @iD (n-times) on %2(— °°, oo)© • • • ©82(—oo, oo)

(n times).

Proof. The domain T)(iD) is the set of all mG82(—°°, oo) which are

absolutely continuous on (—=o, oo) and such that iu'E%i(—°°, °°). For such

u, iDu(x) =iu'(x). This operator is self-adjoint in 82( — oo, oo).

According to Theorem 12 the p corresponding to F is given by

i r*
p(X) = — I     Im ^(v)dv,

IT  J 0

where N'(v) = (1/ir) ImSF(j<) is continuous and positive definite. Let U be the

mapping of ?2(p) into ?jj(-°°, oo)=g2(-oo, oo)© . . . ffig2(-oo, oo)

(n times) given by U^(X) = An/2(X)f(X), where N1I2(X) is the positive square

root of A^(X). Then U is a unitary map of 82(p) onto 2„(— °°, °°). Indeed we

have dp(X) = Nl(X)dX and thus the inner product on ?2(p) is given by

(T,i») =  r(N(X)t(X),v(X))dX
J -00

where the inner product under the integral sign is the usual one for complex

M-dimensional vectors. The inner product in 2%( — oo, oo) is given by

(«,£)»=  f   (a(X), p(X))dX.
J -oo

Therefore if f G82(p) and U{ = Nl'2{ we have

llr||2= fV(A)r(x),r(x))dx= f^'^wrw^^wrw)^
"   -00 J -00

=   r°°(c7r(X))cTf(X))aX = ||f7r||aB,
J -oo

which shows that U is an isometry. It is onto since U~la = N~ll2a for all

The operator Sx has a domain 5)(5i) consisting of all f Eii(p) such that

Xf G82(p), and for such f, 5iJ"(X) =Xf(X). Let Si be the operator of multiplica-
tion by X on ?2( — oo, oo). We have £)(Si) is the set of all aG?»( — °°, °°) such

that XaE2l(- oo, oo) and for such a, Si«(X) =Xa(X). Since for fGS)(5i),

UXt = N1i2Xt =XL7f, we see that Z7£>(Si) =£)(S,), and moreover Sif/f = tfSif
for all fGSXSi). Hence Si = USxU*1. However Si is unitarily equivalent to

iD® • • • @iD (n times) on 8ji( — oo, oo) by the Fourier transform theorem.

This completes the proof of Theorem 14.
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6. An approximation result. Suppose P is a generalized resolvent of Po,

where L is now defined on some open interval (a, b). According to A. V.

Straus [10]

R(l) = (ZV(0 ~ H)-\ (Im Z > 0),

where TFW is such that P0 C Pf(« G P*, and £>(Pf(o) is the set of all

uE^)(Tt) of the form

u= u0+(I - F(l))u~,       Mo G ©(P,),        m- G @(-i).

Here P is a unique operator-valued function taking (g( —i) into @(i) which is

analytic for Im Z>0 and ||P(Z)|| £»1. The domain of P^(i), which is the range

of R(l), is the set of all wG£>(P*) satisfying the boundary conditions

(uvf(l)) = 0, (j = 1, • • • , w+).

Here we set w+ = dim @(i), and if <pi, • • • , <pu+ is an orthonormal basis for

«(»■),

vf(f) = to - F*®+h (J= 1, •••,«+);

see [5].
Let 5= [a, 5] be any closed bounded subinterval of (a, b), and let

•Pis, • • • , <pu+s be <£i, • • • , <pu+ orthonormalized in 22(8). Let

fy!(Z) = *y» - **(9*yi, (/ = 1, • • • , «+).

Let <p„++i s, • • • , 0n» be functions such that <pn, • • • , <pnh is an orthonormal

basis in S2(S) for the solutions of Lu = iu, and let

"yj(Z) = <t>a, (j = u+ + 1, ■ ■ • , n).

If

/F(l)   0\

we see that

* *
»ya(Z) = 4>» - Ft(l)<l>js, (j = 1, • • • , «).

Clearly Ft is analytic for ImZ>0, and ||P0(Z)||^1. Thus Ft gives rise to a

generalized resolvent Rs oi the minimal operator Tot associated with L on

82(S), and the range of Rs(l) is the set of all uET)(T*s) satisfying

(uv*t(l)) = 0, (j = 1, • • • , «).

We have v%(l)—*vf(l) (j—t, • • • , w+) in the pointwise sense as well as in

82(a, &). It now follows that the results of [3] carry over to the above situa-

tion. If Kt, K are the kernels of Rt, R respectively, then Kt—>K uniformly on
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any compact (x, y, /)-region where Im 1^0. This implies thatSFj—>SF uniformly

on compact subsets of ir. Appealing to the lemma of §3 and the first part of

the proof of Theorem 7, we obtain

Pi(X) — Ps(m) -» p(X) — p(u)

at continuity points X, p of p. We omit the details, referring the reader to the

reasoning given in [3].
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